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About This Game

Grail to the Thief is an interactive audio adventure for Windows, Mac and Linux that can be played using only sound, without
the need for visuals. The game has been designed with the needs of the blind and visually impaired in mind but can be enjoyed
by everyone. Our goal is to deliver an exciting, immersive experience in which the player will always be fully aware of what is

happening through the use of voice-overs, sound effects, ambient sound and music.

The game stars Hank Krang, a dirty thief from the near future who recently had a self-aware time machine called the Time
Excursion Digital Interface, or TEDI, fall into his lap after a poker game. He has decided to use this technology to go

throughout time, stealing priceless artifacts. On his first adventure, Grail to the Thief, Hank travels to Arthurian times in search
of the Holy Grail.
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It is the ultimate sandbox: no goals, no timelimit, build-in option to enlarge map you are playing on. I might be slighly biased
since I have spend thousands of hours playing this game - that is comparable only to EU4 and DwarfFortress. The game is quite
close to beign perfect, there are just a few issues, mostly engine limitations:
- no diagonal bridges and train station
- vehicles look ugly when taking turns ( models have only 8 orientations)
- no multiple tile vehicles supported (that makes ships only slighly larger than cars)
- some OTTD track layouts (like loadbalancing tracks) are immposible to use since vehicles select whole route at the start of
journey
On the other hand:
- game is easly modable, PAK192 Comis is great (but ugly) example
- game is easly hackable, the code is easy to understand and modify (minus some German comments)
. just get a bunch of pots and pans, this doesn't work that well..
  broken drumstick\/10. The game is really fun when you get into it but the massive amount of techinical issues that ruin the
game such as crahing, slight fame rate problems and the biggest being the completly broken audio, If you want to play this game
i would recomend waiting for a future update or getting the WII version if you can find it. amazing game, I've owned a disc
copy since 2004 and probably sunk more hours into it than any other game I've played. If you like games that let you create a
living, breathing world, this is definitely for you.

That said, it's really not for everyone, the game moves at an incredibly slow pace and while easy to learn, can be difficult to
master. It can be, at times, too realistic for it's own good. Your people cannot be controlled or ordered around, and the only way
to get them to do what you need them to do is to create a culture in which they would want to do it, which can be difficult at
times, and definitely frustrating when your bricklayers ignore certain buildings in favour of others, or when your labourers
decide they'd rather sit around and do nothing that quarry stone. However, there's nothing more satisfying than mastering the
game, and I'd highly reccomend this to anyone who thinks they have the patience for it.. this game is really under developed and
need a better goal than just colecting all the things building sistem could be improved. Sometimes I wanna boot up those old
NES Megaman games and experience them just like I did as a kid. And while the Megaman Legacy Collection does a good job
of recreating the "literal" games that they are, it cannot evoke the ball busting difficulty that i remember of playing Megaman 5
as a child for the first time (pro tip: MM5 is easy as sin as an adult)

I think that games like Mibibli capture the true nostalgia of being helplessly flung in the air and plastered to the wall that i
remember so fondly as stupid child. Mibibli is a crowning achievement, right alongside Shovel Knight, that really takes me back
to the past while constantly feeling new and fresh.

Side Note : It will seem like a mess of random pallets and tiles everywhere, but just stick with it. This game pulls its own weight,
even after asking such a tall order from its players.. Now i finally can make polish dream come true !
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I'm selling furries , anyone wants one?. *f r e e d o m i n t e n s i f i e s*. Good price for the content it provides and reasonable
price. These characters are much better then the ones included in Upgrade pack 2. Nice bonus skins and the artbook +
soundtrack is a cool addition.

Worth it. Fantastic game with an original concept, a great level design, and lot of challengues. It is a 2D platform game in which
you use your sword to bounce over all kind of hazards. This may sound simple, but first of all, its really original ( i only saw this
kind of gameplay on Hollow Knight, and it wasn't the main concept ), and second, is way more complex than might you think
initially.
The levels are very challenging and the sword-bounce is used in many different ways. You unlock some powerups that makes
this gameplay even more complex, and also there are secret levels, whose level design is unique and very different form the
main game.
Definetely 100% recommended ( and btw the price is ridiculous considering the amount of effort behind this title ).
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BEST GAME EU, BETTER THEN CS:GO, VERY GOOD SETTINGS, AND OPTIMALAZITION,TRY IT WITH YOUR
FRIENDS,VERY FUNNY.
(I LIE ITS TOTALLY CANCER GAME). Greatest game of all tim, i really appriciate.. The most fun I had with an arcade style
racing game in a long time. Fast paced, stylish, really smooth gameplay, lots of fun, really worth a shot.. Dont listen to these
negitive reviews. This is a really fun game. Of course it does need some work to flesh out the bugs and animations but besides
that its defentally worth the $10 price tag. This game is so calming, so chill. I will most likely play this game multiple times. I
hope that they make more games like this. I found this game through 9gag, will never regret it. Such a beautiful game.
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